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DESIGN-IN GUIDE3

INTRODUCTION & DISCLAIMER

This document is intended to provide guidance to OEM’s and luminaire designers to integrate the Power-
PAQ High Power LED drivers into their products. Besides from mechanical conditions this document will 
also clarify the electrical- and environmental boundaries or attention points. By no means this design-in 
guide is intended to limit our customers in the options, nor can it be used to claim warranty. The design-in 
guide cannot be regarded as a document for official release of the luminaire. Specifically mentioned  
materials and/or tools from third parties are only indicative, other equivalent equipment may be used.  
PowerPAQ High Power LED drivers are IP 20 classified and suitable for built-in use. Those dual channel  
drivers are provided with a DALI interface to support light control, feature programming and SW updates. 
An external NTC output enables environmental temperature monitoring to protect the system against 
overheating.

Products described in this document:

Description

PowerPAQ-300W-230V-PROG-DALI-BI

PowerPAQ-540W-230V-PROG-DALI-1_10V-BI
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MECHANICAL DIMENSIONS & CONNECTIONS

PowerPAQ-300W-230V-PROG-DALI-BI dimensions 

Picture 1. Mechanical dimensions of PowerPAQ-300W-230V-PROG-DALI-BI.
3D step file available on request for further details about mechanical dimensions.  
Please note that metal case shall be connected properly to earth ground.
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DESIGN-IN GUIDE5

PowerPAQ-540W-230V-PROG-DALI-1_10V-BI dimensions

Picture 2. Mechanical dimensions of PowerPAQ-540W-230V-PROG-DALI-1_10V-BI.
3D step file available on request for further details about mechanical dimensions.   
Please note that metal case must be connected properly to earth ground.
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ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
Terminals Function Range

L + N Mains voltage input 220 – 240Vac (50/60Hz)
175 – 275Vdc *

PE Protective earth, connected to the metal 
case. ALWAYS CONNECT PROPERLY!

LED1+, LED1- LED channel 1 output 150 – 700 mA, 180-385V **

LED2+, LED2- LED channel 2 output 150 – 700 mA, 180-385V **

DALI DALI communication / Switch dimming Switch dimming 230Vac±10%

NTC Input for external temperature measurement Nominal value is 10k @ 25°C.Recommended NTC 
resistor is Murata NCP18XV103J03RB.

12 VDC+, DC GND (Only in 540W) Output voltage for external circuit 12 VDC – 15 VDC;  
max current 165 mA

1-10V+, SGND (Only in 540W) 1-10V dimming *** ± 13 V max 
 
Table 1. Electrical interfaces. Please note that NTC, 1-10V and AUX grounds are not exactly in the same potential 
and shall not be connected together. 
* when operating with DC input, the output power is limited to maximum of 125 W per channel for both 300 W and 540 W drivers
** power limited to 150 W per channel for 300 W driver and to 270 W per channel for 540 W driver. Uout without load is 430 V. 
*** LED load shutdown via 1-10V interface is also possible to enable with the PC configuration software

Wire type AWG Range Wire strip length Notification

Mains input 1.5…2.5 mm2 (AWG16-AWG14) 10-11 mm

LED output channels 1.5…2.5 mm2 (AWG16-AWG14) 10-11 mm Recommended cable length max 2m. See notes 
in Long cables section if longer cables are used

DALI 1.5…2.5 mm2 (AWG17-AWG14) 10-11 mm

NTC 1.5…2.5 mm2 (AWG17-AWG14) 10-11 mm Recommended cable length max 2m. See notes 
in Long cables section if longer cables are used

AUX-power 0.5…1.5 mm2 (AWG20-AWG17) 9-10 mm Available only in PowerPAQ-540W-230V-PROG-
DALI-1_10V-BI

1-10V 0.5…1.5 mm2 (AWG20-AWG17) 9-10 mm Available only in PowerPAQ-540W-230V-PROG-
DALI-1_10V-BI

Table 2. Wiring.

ELECTRIC INSULATION
Isolation Input (L,N) NTC Output (LEDs) 1-10V & Aux DALI PE (enclosure)

Input NA Non-isolated Non-isolated Basic Basic Basic 

NTC Non-isolated NA Non-isolated Basic Basic Basic 

Output Non-isolated Non-isolated NA Basic Basic Basic 

1-10V & AUX Basic Basic Basic NA Basic Basic 

DALI Basic Basic Basic Basic NA Basic 

PE Basic Basic Basic Basic Basic NA

Basic insulation = 2U + 1000V U = Max input voltage
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INSERTING THE WIRES

All wires must be pushed firmly into the contact wire opening. They can be released by pushing the 
release button. Make sure that the wires are fully inserted such that the wire insulation is surrounded by 
the connector housing. It’s important to add strain reliefs to the wires to prevent pulling the wires out of 
the connectors (during operation).

Picture 3. Connecting the wires. Push in connection of solid conductors. Connection and removal  
of fine-stranded conductors using push button. 

There are two different methods to connect LED loads to the PowerPAQ driver. First option is to connect 
separated loads for both channels. This connection is illustrated in the Picture 4. Maximum current per 
channel is 700 mA. However, maximum output power is limited to 150W per channel for PowerPAQ-
300W-230V-PROG-DALI-BI and 270W per channel for PowerPAQ-540W-230V-PROG-DALI-1_10V-BI.

Picture 4. Separated loads for both channels.
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Another option is to connect channels parallel to get double output power to a single LED load. This  
connection is illustrated in the Picture 5. Maximum output current of parallel connection is 1400 mA. Ho-
wever, maximum output power is limited to 300W for PowerPAQ-300W-230V-PROG-DALI-BI and 540W 
for PowerPAQ-540W-230V-PROG-DALI-1_10V-BI.

Picture 5. Parallel connection for a single load.

Please note that if only one of the channels is connected to a load and second channel is left open DALI  
will return an open circuit error according the DALI specification. In case of a single load connect channels in  
parallel and set half of the required current with DALI configurator SW as shown in the picture below.

Picture 6. Setting the current with Dali configurator SW. Download the latest configurator SW from Tepcomp web pages 
and contact Tepcomp sales to purchase a converter kit to connect the PC to PowerPAQs for configuring the drivers for 
your customized needs.
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EXAMPLES OF CONNECTIONS
Case:  One 700 mA led module. 
Connection:   Connect output channels in parallel and set the maximum current to 350 mA.  

Module will be driven with 700 mA current.

Case:   Two 700 mA led modules.
Connection:   Connect first module to the Channel 1 and another one to the Channel 2.  

Set current to 700 mA. Both of the modules will be driven with 700 mA current.

Case:   One 1400 mA led module.
Connection:   Connect both output channels in parallel and set the current to 700 mA.  

Module will be driven with 1400 mA current.
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LONG CABLES

PowerPAQ is designed for built-in use. Recommended maximum length for output cables is 2 meters 
(length used in certification tests). If longer than 2 meters load side cables are required, the special 
attention points are: 

 • Cables have resistive losses.
 • Cables can act as an antenna.
 • Cables can send or receive unwanted disturbances (lightning and other transients).
  
Due to the above, if long load side cables are used, then consider the following recommendations and 
perform adequate field testing for your application to ensure smooth operation:

Recommendations for long LED wires

NTC with long cables

With longer cables the capacitive coupling from other adjacent wires increases. This causes disturbance 
(especially line frequency noise) to the temperature measurement and possibly gives false temperature 
readings. To minimize these disturbances, apply the following: 

• Keep the NTC-cable as far as possible from PE   
• Don’t carry the NTC wires in the same cable as PE is carried.
• If possible, use separate cable for LEDs and NTC
• Do not attach any components (e.g. external surge protection) from NTC to PE. 
• NTC is not isolated from the mains network!!! 

Surge Protection Module

PowerPAQ 
300W or 540W

To limit cable inductance use mini-
mum 1,5mm² wires

Ferrite Clamps against high 
frequency noise
(both immunity and emission) 

Component example:
Surge:
Littlelfuse LSP10277
Ferrite:
TDK 
ZCAT2436-1330A-BK
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TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT & -MEASUREMENT

Tc life is 80 degrees Celsius and Tc max temperature is 85 degrees Celsius. If temperature arises over 85 
degrees Celsius, the product starts to dim the output power by reducing the current on the outputs. The 
temperature protection dimming work as illustrated in the Picture 7 below. T1 is 85 degrees Celsius and 
T2 is 95 degrees Celsius.

Picture 7. Tc measurement point

Picture 8. Tc measurement point

It is possible to measure the temperature of the Tc point either by a thermocouple (attached with heat 
transfer glue or with a sticker) or by an infrared temperature meter. In latter case it is required to paint Tc 
point with black colour. The thermocouple measurement is the preferred method. Please note that if the 
driver is overheating it automatically starts to dim the output power by decreasing the output current on 
both channels. 

 TC measurement point

TC

 
 
Picture 9. Example of a thermocouple measurement
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MOUNTING THE POWERPAQ DRIVER

When assembling the PowerPAQ driver to a fixture or driver cabinet adequate thermal management shall be 
carried out. It can be implemented either by assembling the driver to an aluminium (or other thermally 
conductive) surface with sufficient thermal coupling or securing an airflow around the driver. It’s recommended 
to use thermal paste between the assembly surface and the bottom part of the driver housing and secure  
the coupling by tightening the four assembly screws properly. Tc point temperature measurements shall be 
carefully performed.

DALI

DALI bus wiring should be connected in a star topology, a linear topology or a mixture of both. The wiring 
shall not be done in a ring structure. Apart from transient effects during transmission, at all times during 
the operation of the system, the voltage across the interface of any device shall not differ by more than
2.0 V from the voltage across the interface of each and every other device connected to the bus.
DALI interface is polarity free. If DALI interface is used in Switch dimming or Hallway mode, it shall NOT 
to be connected to DALI 1.0 line! High voltage from Switch dimming or Hallway may damage other 
devices with DALI 1.0 that do not support AC Line voltage.

Dali interface is electrically DALI 2.0 capable, but software has only DALI 1.0 support. Dali interface 
supports Switch dimming, Hallway and Astronomical dimming features.

1-10V

PowerPAQ-540W-230V-PROG-DALI-1_10V-BI also has a 1-10V dimming interface.  1-10V interface outputs 
~ 700uA constant current within 0-10V voltage range.  Interface supports three dimming ranges, 1-9V, 
2-8V and 2-9V, which can be selected with the configurator software.

LED output can also be configured to shutdown via 1-10V interface. Interface has two shutdown voltages 
0.5V and 1.5V. 0.5V shutdown voltages is used when the range is set to 1-9V and 1.5V when range is set 
to 2-8V or 2-9V.  Output is switched on when voltage exceeds the shutdown voltage by more than 0.2V. 
Because of the analog properties of 1-10V interface, different devices will switch off/on with slightly 
different voltage. Therefore, it is recommended to change the control voltage quickly from the minimum 
voltage to well below the shutdown voltage, e.g. 2V to 1V when using 1.5V shutdown voltage.

1-10V interface also has two modes for the speed of the control: slow and fast. Slow mode has more 
error filtering than the fast mode and can be used with long cables. Fast mode can be used for example 
with DMX to 1-10V converters. It is recommended to use the fast mode only with short cables i.e. the 
converter is located inside the luminaire.

Default 1-10V settings: 1-9V, slow, no shutdown.

More info about the configuration can be found from the configurator user guide.
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SWITCH DIMMING

Switch dimming function connection is imaged in picture below.

Picture 10. Switch dimming connection

HALLWAY

Hallway function connection diagram is shown in the picture below. Please note that output of PIR needs 
to be in on-state for 30 seconds (by default) to switch to Hallway mode. This delay can be changed in 
range of 5 – 60 seconds with DALI Configurator.

Picture 11. Hallway connection

ASTRONOMICAL DIMMING

Astronomical dimming function must be preconfigured with DALI Configurator. Astronomical dimming’s 
self-learning function is included in PowerPAQ embedded software. Please see DALI configurator manual 
for more information.

MONITORING

Real time monitoring can be done with DALI Configurator SW. Please see DALI configurator manual for 
more information.

WARNINGS

After powering of the mains input of the PowerPAQ driver hazardous voltage remains in the connectors 
for a while.
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INRUSH CURRENT
PowerPAQ has a built-in inrush current limiter. It limits the peak input current during ~200 ms start-
up period to 4 Apeak. Therefore, the amount of PowerPAQs that can be installed behind a single MCB 
(miniature circuit breaker) is not limited by the inrush current, but by the input current of the PowerPAQ, 
which of course depends on the LED load, input voltage, efficiency and power factor. See below formulas 
for calculating the input current Iin. In addition, MCB’s have their own temperature derating and grouping 
factors, which can be found from the MCB manufacturers datasheet. These MCB derating instructions 
shall be also taken into account in the actual electricity installation design. 

Vout*Iout
Efficiency %

100
Pin = Lin= Pin

Vin_min*PowerFactor

MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF POWERPAQ’S INRUSH CURRENT
Start-up current can be divided into 4 stages (see below figure 1):

1.  EMI-filter capacitors charging. Pulse duration is less than 200 µs (= 0.0002 s), which is so short time that it’s 
 not presented in the MCB tripping curves in figure 2. Pulse durations above 5 - 10 ms (0.005 - 0.010 s) are 
 starting to limit the MCB selection. Thus, the 200 µs long pulses can be ignored in this context. 
2.  PFC capacitor pre-charge. This current charges the big electrolytic capacitors inside the PowerPAQ via the  
 built-in inrush current limiter circuit. Charge current is less than the full power current in normal use, so it  
 doesn’t limit the MCB selection. 
3.  PFC capacitors are charged to the working voltage (> 400 V). Charging current during this period is less than  
 the full power input current, so it doesn’t limit the MCB selection either.
4.  Load is ramped up to full power with a minimum of 200 ms soft start time.

Figure 1. 540 W PowerPAQ’s input current during start-up. X-axis: time in seconds. Y-axis: input current in Amperes.
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IEC/EN 60898-1
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Figure 2. MCB type B, C and D tripping 
curves. Y-axis: time in seconds. X-axis: 
Relative current compared to the rated 
MCB current, e.g. type C 10 A MCBC trips 
with 50 - 100 A current if the pulse 
duration is 0.1 s.

Table 1. 540W PowerPAQs / MCB

MCB Rated  
[A]

Quantity of 540 W PowerPAQs 
without MCB derating

Quantity of 540 W PowerPAQs with 
MCB temperature derating of 10 %

MCB Type

6 2 1 B, C, D

10 3 3 B, C, D

16 5 5 B, C, D

20 7 6 B, C, D

25 9 8 B, C, D

Table 2. 300W PowerPAQs / MCB

MCB Rated  
[A]

Quantity of 300 W PowerPAQs 
without MCB derating

Quantity of 300 W PowerPAQs with 
MCB temperature derating of 10 %

MCB Type

6 3 3 B, C, D

10 6 5 B, C, D

16 10 9 B, C, D

20 13 11 B, C, D

25 16 14 B, C, D
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